We discuss the asymptotic Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) for frequency estimation in the presence of multiplicative noise. To improve numerical stability, covariance matrix tapering is employed when the covariance matrix of the signal is singular at high SNR. It is shown that the periodogram-based CRB is a special case of frequency domain evaluation of the CRB, employing the covariance matrix tapering technique. Using the proposed technique, large sample frequency domain CRB is evaluated for Jake's model. The dependency of the large sample CRB on the Doppler frequency, signal-to-noise ratio, and data length is investigated in the paper. Finally, an asymptotic closed form CRB for frequency estimation in the presence of multiplicative and additive colored noise is derived. Numerical results show that the asymptotic CRB obtained in frequency domain is accurate, although its evaluation is computationally simple.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of frequency estimation from noisy signals is of fundamental importance in a variety of applications. Although the performance of frequency estimation in the presence of additive noise is rather well understood, the same can not be stated for frequency estimation in the presence of multiplicative noise. Recently, frequency estimation in the presence of multiplicative noise has received much attention, especially in fading multipath channels, backscatter radar signal processing, and array processing of spatial distributed signals [1] [2] [3] . A preliminary step in the development of estimation algorithms in these environments is to identify the fundamental limits of their performance. The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) is a such fundamental lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimate [4] , and is also known to be asymptotically achievable when the number of observations is large.
Computation of the exact CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise has been discussed in [3, 5] . However, the exact results are usually presented in matrix form that does not offer much insight into the estimation problem that one is dealing with. Furthermore, it is noticed that under high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions, the covariance matrix involved in CRB evaluation tends to be singular which makes the derivation of the exact CRB numerically unstable. This effect is more prominent when the number of observations is large, and in certain multiplicative noise models (e.g., Jake's model), the effect is quite apparent even at a low number of data samples. Similar singularity problems were also encountered in fading channel simulation, minimum mean square error (MMSE) multiuser detection [6, 7] . Parameter estimation with singular information matrices was also discussed in [8] , and commonly the singularity is caused by high-dimensional parameter estimation problems via the use of matrix pseudoinverse.
In this paper, to improve numerical stability, we propose to use covariance matrix tapering (CMT) technique when the covariance matrix of the signal is singular. The CMT technique was previously proposed to modify the array pattern in the application of adaptive beamforming [9] . Here in this paper, we will use CMT to resolve the problem of covariance matrix singularity.
For large sample CRB evaluation and computational simplicity, we also propose a DFT-based frequency domain CRB evaluation in conjunction with the CMT technique. In this approach, the asymptotic CRB has been derived using the periodogram of the data in frequency domain [10] . It is noted that this technique is accurate under the condition that the data record length is much larger than the correlation time of the multiplicative noise. Finally, a closed form expression of the large samples CRB for Jake's model is given and a general 2 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing expression for an asymptotic CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise and colored additive noise is provided. The unified approach of the use of CMT in time domain and frequency domain CRB evaluation and a general closed form expression of the CRB for Jake's model are the novel contributions reported in the paper. The closed form expression of the CRB in frequency domain provides direct insight to the accuracy of frequency estimation in different fading channels. Using the expressions for CRB, in Section 4, we have clearly shown how a channel can be characterized under different fading conditions.
Following is an outline of the paper. Section 2 outlines the general signal model encountered in the communication channels. In Section 3, the CRB in time domain in conjunction with the CMT is proposed to solve the singularity problem when the data length and SNR are large. In Section 4, a detailed discussion on the asymptotic CRB at different fading channels is described. In Section 5, we derive the closed form expressions for the CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise and additive colored noise. Our conclusion followed in Section 6.
SIGNAL MODEL
Consider a general, discrete-time complex time-varying channel in wireless communications, having a frequency offset between the transmitter and the receiver. The data samples at the receiver can be expressed as
where μ and φ are the amplitude and phase of the signal propagating along the direct path. a(n) is the fading causing multiplicative noise. ω 0 is the frequency offset between the transmitter and the receiver. v(n) is the additive noise. N is the number of data samples. The following assumptions are placed on the signal model.
(1) a(n) is a stationary complex Gaussian process which is circular symmetric with zero mean and variance σ 2 a . (As noted in [11] , circularity is an important property in realistic channels.) Its normalized autocorrelation function is defined as r a (m) = E[a(n + m)a * (n)]/σ 2 a , thus r a (0) = 1. The Gaussian assumption of a(n) gives rise to the well-known Rayleigh distributed amplitude fading when μ = 0, while if μ = 0, it is the Rician fading. (2) v(n) is a sequence of independent, identically distributed complex zero mean Gaussian variable with variance σ 2 v , and is independent of a(n). The SNR is defined as It is noted that estimation of φ and μ can be decoupled from the estimation of ω 0 , φ and μ can also be estimated once ω 0 is estimated [13] . In this paper, we only focus on frequency estimation and its CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise.
BOUNDS FOR FREQUENCY ESTIMATION EVALUATED IN THE TIME DOMAIN
In this section, we consider the CRB for frequency estimation evaluated in the time domain. The CMT is used to regularize the possible ill conditioning of the covariance matrix in time domain. To begin with, consider the signal model presented in Section 2, note here that in the initial discussion, we assume white noise, which is relaxed in Section 5. Recall that the variance of an unbiased estimate θ i of the parameter θ i has a lower bound that is given by [4] ,
where E[·] denotes ensemble average and J
−1
ii is the ith element of the diagonal of the inverse of the Fisher information matrix (FIM) J with its (i, j)th element [4] ,
In the above, [·] H denotes the Hermitian transpose, θ is the vector consisting of parameters θ i . Re(u) is the real part of u, tr denotes trace of the matrix, R and m are the covariance matrix and mean vector of the received signal. Representing the signal model in (1) in terms of vectors, we obtain
where 
Exact CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise
Substituting (5) and (6) into (3), the entries of the FIM can be written as [5] ,
where
. The FIM entry for μ is decoupled from the entries for frequency offset and phase of the multiplicative noise [3] , thus we have the CRB for frequency estimation
Specifically, if μ = 0, σ 2 a = 0, the covariance matrix becomes proportional to identity matrix, and the CRB for frequency estimation is simplified to
This is the classical expression for CRB in additive white Gaussian noise [4] . If μ = 0, σ 2 a = 0, which represents the Rayleigh fading in wireless communications, the CRB for frequency estimation is simplified to
Note that the denominator of (10) vanishes for temporally white multiplicative noise which will lead to an infinite CRB, but it is noted here that under this condition, the parameters are unidentifiable.
Bounds evaluated in the time domain using CMT
The CRB obtained in (8) and (10) is exact for even a finite length of data N. However, for certain fading models, the covariance matrix R z can be singular especially when the SNR is high. This singularity is caused by the rapid time variation of the fading resulting in information singular process. Information singular processes are simply those having zero Kolmogorov entropy (or equivalently, those processes which are completely determined by their infinite past) [14] . Hence such processes are deterministic which will cause the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix to be zero according to the prediction theory [6, 14] . Note that, in wireless communication applications, a commonly used model is Jake's model which has the covariance function
, where J 0 (·) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind and ω d is the maximum Doppler frequency. For Jake's model, the covariance matrix tends to be ill conditioned even when the data length is small. The effect is more prominent with the increase in the data length. In the following, we will regularize this information singularity using the CMT. The basic idea of CMT is to multiply the elements of the covariance matrix with different weights, in order to attenuate those elements away from the main diagonal. With the use of CMT, the CRB for frequency estimation in (10) can be re-expressed as
with the symbol • representing the Hadamard elementwise product between matrices, and T denoting a tapering matrix. T is real, symmetric, and Toeplitz. The following theorems provide useful insight into the underlying stochastic properties of CMT technique. For proofs and more details, see [9] . Suppose we choose B as T, with T being positive definite. Then Theorem 2 suggests (A • T) is positive definite and that the eigenvalue spread has been reduced due to the tapering. That is, a singular matrix can be regularized via the use of T. Though Theorems 1 and 2 provide the fundamental property of the CMT as a regularization technique, however, they do not provide a general guideline to choose an optimal tapering matrix. In [9] , the tapering matrix is chosen as
where [T] mn is the (m, n)th element of matrix T and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Note for the special case α = 0, the tapering matrix defined in (12) becomes a matrix with all ones and thus no regularization is obtained, while for the case α = 1, the tapering matrix becomes the identity matrix, the covariance matrix R z will become a diagonal matrix and the CRB becomes CRB obtained via the periodogram [10] . As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the regularization property of the CMT applied to resolve the singularity problem of the covariance matrix. Consider a Rayleigh fading channel with normalized Doppler frequency f d = 0.01, and the multiplicative noise is described via Jake's model. The SNR varies from 25 dB, 60 dB to 100 dB. It can be seen that when α decreases from 0.003, 0.002 to 0.001, the CRB gradually meets the exact CRB (α = 0). Therefore, it is evident (from the plot of SNR = 25 dB) that if α 1 < α 2 , then CRB(α 1 ) < CRB(α 2 ), and α = 0 provides no regularization to the covariance matrix. Exact value of α selected depends on the required tradeoff between the matrix regularization and the deviation from the CRB. At high SNR=100 dB and large data samples, the singularity of the covariance matrix is prominent. We note from the simulation that the bound obtained using the tapering matrix with α = 0.001 is very close to the exact CRB while maintaining regular conditions.
BOUNDS FOR FREQUENCY ESTIMATION EVALUATED IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The time domain CRB evaluation discussed in the previous section requires matrix inversion. In this section, we elaborate the use of CMT in the evaluation of the CRB in the frequency domain. The major advantage of the frequency domain evaluation is that it avoids matrix inversion and thus it is especially useful when the data lengths are quite large.
In particular, we will show that the periodogam-based CRB discussed in [10] is a special case of frequency domain CRB evaluation via the CMT with α = 1. It is further noted that the periodogam-based CRB can be related to the power spectrum of the signal, thereby providing more insight into characteristics of the estimation problem. We also derive closed form expressions for large samples CRB for Jake's model.
Frequency domain CRB with the CMT
By performing the DFT operation on the data vector x, we obtain 
y is the transformed data vector having length N. Substituting (4) into (13), we obtain
Consequently, the mean vector m y and the covariance matrix R y of y can be expressed as
Note that the DFT is a linear reversible operator, and thus it can not be directly used to avoid the singularity associated with R y . Again, CMT can be employed in the frequency domain to avoid the singularity problem. Equation (17) can be then rewritten as
where T is as given in (12) . The (m, n)th element of R t can be expressed via matrix expansion
After further manipulation, the above can be written as
It can be seen from (19) that using the tapering matrix T, with α = 1, R t becomes a diagonal matrix
with the diagonal element P(ω k , ω 0 ) given by
where ω k = 2πk/N and R z (ω 0 , l) = σ 2 a R a (l)e jω0l + σ 2 v δ(l), and δ(l) is the Kronecker delta function. w B (l) is the Bartlett (triangular) window which is given by
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where γ = Nω 0 /2π and P (ω k , ω 0 ) is the derivative of P(ω k , ω 0 ) with respect to ω 0 . The frequency domain evaluation of the CRB obtained via CMT with α = 1 is in fact the periodogram-based CRB discussed in [10] . The accuracy of the periodogram-based CRB increases with the data samples N. As we can see from (20), when N → ∞, [R t ] mn → 0. Hence, R t is asymptotically a diagonal matrix and the periodogram-based CRB asymptotically approaches the exact CRB. Note that by decreasing α, the accuracy can be increased but by then it requires matrix inversion, losing the advantage of evaluating CRB in the frequency domain. Also note that when α = 0, the CRB evaluation in the frequency domain yields the same results as the evaluation in the time domain.
Asymptotic expressions for CRB for Jake's model
Using the periodogram-based CRB evaluation discussed in the previous section, how asymptotic expressions for CRB can be evaluated will be shown here. These expressions are useful because they provide direct insight into how bounds vary with parameters such as number of data points, the Doppler frequency, or the SNR. We consider Jake's model in wireless communication and assume that the length of data samples is much larger than the correlation time of the multiplicative noise. In this case, the power spectrum associated with Jake's model covariance function can be written at discrete frequency points as
Substituting (25) into (24), the FIM entries can be expressed as
Recall that κ = μ 2 /σ 2 a and β = σ 2 a /σ 2 v . Therefore, the large sample CRB for frequency estimation is obtained as
where 2 . Equation (29) is a closed form expression for CRB at large samples relating to Doppler frequency, data length, and the SNR. It is worth noting that the large sample (asymptotic) CRB can be obtained by approximating the average periodogram by the power spectrum in the continuous form and subsequently using Whittle's formula [5, 15] . However, the approach used here is direct and more appropriate as the discussed frequency estimate is obtained using discrete data.
It can be seen that, when β = 0, κ = 0, (27) provides the CRB in additive white Gaussian noise. When κ = 0, β = 0, the CRB is entirely determined by (Rayleigh fading) ζ, and the decay rate of the CRB with Doppler spread is in the order of ω
. In this case, the CRB is only determined by ω d and κ, and not by SNR, which is known as the floor effect of the fading channels.
Note that under the extremely fast fading condition for Rayleigh fading channel, the multiplicative noise process a(n) can be seen as a case of completely uncorrelated process, that is, r a (m) = σ 2 a δ m , where δ m is the Kronecker delta function, so that S a (ω k , ω 0 ) = 0, ζ = 0. Thus CRB becomes infinite, that means in the presence of temporarily white multiplicative noise, no parameters are identifiable. The CRB in the time invariant (slow) fading channel was derived in [3] as
The CRB in the Ricean fast fading channel as κ is not too small was approximately derived in [3] as the following:
Equation (29) is approximately obtained, and we can see that when β → 0, (29) has the same floor effect of (27). However, (27) also can be used in Rayleigh fading and is a general expression for fading channels.
In Figure 2 , we show that for the multiplicative noise with zero mean (κ = 0) (Rayleigh fading), the CRB increases with the Doppler frequency monotonically. While in Figure 3 the exact CRB and the solid lines represent the large sample asymptotic expressions obtained from (27). It can be seen that the asymptotic CRB meets the exact CRB only at high Doppler frequency and large data samples. This verifies that the periodogram-based CRB expressed in (27) is an asymptotic result mostly suitable for fast fading channels. Figure 4 demonstrates the floor effect of the CRB when β 1 in the presence of fading channels. The floor effect of Rician channels has been discussed in the literature [3, 5] . But here, we emphasize that the floor effect is caused by the multiplicative noise, and would be present even in Rayleigh channels. Figure 5 demonstrates the asymptotic CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise on the effect of data length N for different values of f d . It can be seen that when f d = 0.001, the fading effect is almost negligible, and the channel is similar to an additive white Gaussian noise channel. For large f d , for example, f d = 0.011, the fading effect is determined by the data length N, ξ and ζ are as shown in (27). In this case, it is 7 seen that when N is smaller, the decay rate of CRB is around N −3 , and the channel behaves as slow fading channel. With the increasing of N, the fading relatively becomes fast, and the decay rate of CRB is around N −1 which is mainly determined by ζ in (27), in this situation, the channel can be seen as a Rayleigh fast fading channel. When N is very large, the decay rate of the CRB is around N −3 as seen in Figure 5 . This is also confirmed by (27) where ξ dominates and the channel behaves as a Rician fast fading channel. Thus knowing N, ξ, and ζ, using (27), we can determine whether the channel behaves as a slow fading, Rayleigh fast fading, or Rician fast fading channel. That is, the channel can be easily characterized with the use of (27).
CLOSED FORM EXPRESSION FOR CRB IN THE PRESENCE OF MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE AND ADDITIVE COLORED NOISE
So far in the discussion, we have considered the additive noise as a white process. Through this discussion, the asymptotic CRB expressions for frequency estimation in multiplicative noise and additive white noise have been obtained. In this section, we seek asymptotic CRB expressions in the presence of multiplicative noise and additive colored noise. Without loss of generality, suppose that the colored noise v(n) can be modeled as an order p autoregressive (AR) process, which is expressed via the AR coefficients a k in the following manner:
Here e(n) is a white Gaussian noise process with variance σ 2 . We define that the SNR = (μ 2 + σ 2 a )/σ 2 . Let us first assume that only the colored noise is present (i.e., σ 2 a = 0). Then the inversion of the data covariance matrix R x is given by [16] ,
where A 1 and A 2 are lower triangular Toeplitz matrices given by
After the matrix inversion, we obtain the asymptotic CRB for frequency estimation in AR colored noise as
This is in accordance with the asymptotic CRB for short data length as discussed in [16] . Further investigation has revealed that for other colored noise, such as MA colored noise, the results are entirely similar as that of the AR colored noise, provided that the normalized spectrum of the colored noise is much smaller than data length, that is, the condition in (34) is satisfied. Hence we are led to the conjecture that the CRB in colored noise can be obtained by modifying the variance of white noise to accommodate the true AR spectral noise density at the sinusoidal frequency. Following the above, the obvious modification to (27) for the case of colored AR noise is given by replacing β by β = σ 2 a |A(e jω0 )| 2 /σ 2 , and making κβ = μ 2 |A(e jω0 )| 2 /σ 2 while keeping κ unchanged. The CRB in the time invariant (slow) fading channel in additive colored noise is then given by
Note that the exact bound can also be obtained from the FIM, where the mean vector is as the same as what appeared in (5) . Assuming that the multiplicative noise and additive colored noise are independent, the data covariance matrix can be expressed as
where σ 2 v R v is the covariance matrix of the colored noise. Equation (37) can be used to evaluate the exact CRB. Figure 6 compares the exact CRB and asymptotic CRB expression in multiplicative noise and additive first-order AR noise. In Figure 6 , CRB versus frequency offset is shown with the data samples N varying from 32, 64, 128, and 256 from the top plot to the bottom plot. The AR coefficient is set as a 1 = 0.9e j0.6π . It can be seen that the asymptotic CRB is close to the exact CRB when N is large. Notice that the CRB in the presence of additive colored noise varies with the frequency, although in the presence of additive white noise, it is independent of the frequency. We can also see from Figure 6 that the the CRB peaks at a frequency offset corresponding to the phase of the AR coefficient a 1 , a fact due to the spectral characteristics of the colored noise.
CONCLUSIONS
Computation of the CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise has been addressed in detail in this paper. It is noted that under high SNR conditions, and in certain multiplicative noise models (e.g., Jake's model), the covariance matrix involved in CRB evaluation tends to be singular which makes the evaluation of the CRB numerically unstable. In this paper, we propose to use CMT technique when the covariance matrix of the signal is singular so as to improve the numerical stability.
We also propose a computationally simple DFT-based frequency domain CRB evaluation method. In this approach, the CRB has been derived using the periodogram of the data. It is noted that this technique is accurate under the condition that the data record length is much larger than the correlation time of the multiplicative noise. Large sample approximations to the CRB for Jake's model is given and a general expression for an asymptotic CRB in the presence of multiplicative noise and colored additive noise is provided. These closed form expressions provide direct insights into the CRB in different fading channels, and help one to obtain proper fading channel characterization. 
